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POTD IN PIRCING CORPORAT VIL

A recent opinion issued  the United tates District Court for the Northern District

of Illinois reminds us that corporate veil-piercing liailit is not exclusive to

shareholders. Anone who is in control of and misuses the corporate structure can

e found liale for the oligations of the corporation.  The facts of this case,

however, did not support personal liailit for veil-piecing.

In eamans v. Hoffman, et al., the court was asked to find a former owner (Tauriac)

of a det collection agenc personall liale for a violation of the Fair Det

Collection Practice Act (FDCPA).  Tauriac had recentl sold the usiness ut

remained in control of the usiness ank account in order to reconcile and

appropriatel allocate etween the pre- and post-sale receivales—the pre-sale

receivales were owed to Tauriac per the terms of the sale transaction.

During this reconciliation period, the compan attempted to collect a det from an

individual who had gone through a ankruptc proceeding in which the det was

discharged. The individual, alleging violations of the FDCPA, sued and otained a

default judgment against the compan and Tauriac.  Tauriac got the default

judgment overturned and pursued the merits of her defense.

As an initial matter, the court recognized that under normal circumstances, “officers

and shareholders of a det collection [compan] generall cannot e held liale for

violations of the FDCPA.” An exception exists, however, if there is a asis to pierce

the corporate veil.  Thus, if an individual exerts sufficient control and dominance

over the entit and misuses the corporate structure, personal liailit ma e found.

Here, apart from the control Tauriac had over the usiness ank account pursuant

to the terms of the sale agreement, she did not exhiit an other indicia of control

or dominance over the corporation: she did not manage emploees, she did not

manage collection efforts, she did not interact, post-sale, with the compan (other

than with respect to the ank account), there was no evidence that she comingled

her assets with those of the compan, or otherwise used corporate assets to pa

her expenses. In short, she did not disregard the corporate entit to use it as a mere

instrumentalit for personal gain.  Asent these indicia of control or evidence of

personal use, there can e no personal liailit for corporate oligations under a

veil-piercing theor.

The take-awa from this case is that there could e situations where a non-
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shareholder is held liale under a veil-piercing theor, if control, dominance and

misuse are present.
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